
L.O. Develop my own ideas using the structure of a known text that creates a feeling of suspense. 

 

‘Ice Forest’  Bare bones My text ideas: 

It was late … Tall trees loomed 
…, jagged with icicles that 
hung down like strange, sharp 
teeth. ..last thin rays of winter 
sunlight … casting a maze of 
ebony shadows  

Opening sets an uneasy scene 
– personification, metaphor; 
unwelcoming setting; 
powerful description of 
significant details, suggesting 
time of day & season. 

 

 

 

 

A bitter wind shivered 
through the forest, gripping 
his body in an icy fist. … 
sensed something moving in 
the dark; something watching 
him. A squirrel ran down 
…scurried back up  

Tension built – setting used to 
increase discomfort; unknown 
threat introduced – MC shows 
emotions & reacts. 
Threat revealed but easily 
dismissed – tension falls 

 

 

 

 

Far away, Wolf ran … Wolf 
relished the dark: everything 
stilled … scent track seemed 
cleaner and easier to follow. 
Stars glittered above … moon 
hung like a bear’s claw.  

2nd character introduced as 
‘ally’ of MC.  Setting described 
positively from his/her P.O.V 
–character is comfortable 
there – emotions & details 
support this 

 

 

 

 

… eyes ached. Something 
moved…, pacing … scuffle of 
leaves … flicker of a branch. 
Torak longed for Wolf …would 
soon seek out whatever was 
stalking him. … world of 
shadows & shapes. 

MC unable to use some 
senses in setting.  Main threat 
hinted at - ‘empty’ words 
used. Short sentences for 
effect.  MC needed 2nd C to 
help.  Tension rises – vague 
descriptions add unease 

 

 

 

 

Suddenly, a snow-covered 
boulder …. ice bear stood on 
its hind legs. Its great face 
turned slowly, sensing the 
bitter stillness.… he ran in the 
opposite direction. 

Threat appeared and 
described in some detail. 
MC used cunning to escape 
(not strength or skill) 

 

 

 

 

Images whirled in Torak’s 
mind: the ice bear’s swollen 
eyes; the ice storm. Then he 
paused. Silence. Nothing. 
Then something warm 
brushed by his leg.   

MC revealed emotions - re-
lived further details of the 
main threat in mind. 
Short sentences used for a 
brief rise in tension, before 
2nd C arrived for reassurance 

 

 

 

 


